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AN ISSUE OF ABSOLUTION - SECTION 391 OF THE
COMPANIES ACT
Introduction
1 There is an obvious tension in the imposition of directors'
duties. Whilst directors being the management, and therefore the eyes,
ears and brain of the corporate person, must be given sufficient
discretion to take on entrepreneurial (and hence risky) ventures with a
view to profit maximisation, there is also the need to curb excesses, as
the potential or opportunity for mismanagement, negligence and fraud
is omnipresent. The situation is complicated somewhat by the fact that
the company is really an aggregate of different interest groups with
divergent expectations.' It is therefore not surprising that the duties that
are imposed, in equity and at law, on the directors of a company,
collectively and individually, are varied and complicated. Additionally,
a number of specific statutory obligations are overlaid on these duties,
breaches of which may attract sanctions that are civil, criminal or both.
In recent times, there has been a renewed interest in directors' duties,
the impetus for which is a draft of a statement of the general duties of a
director, originally prepared by the UK Law Commission,2 further
developed by the Company Law Review Steering Group (CLRSG),3
and which Singapore's Company Legislation and Regulatory
Framework Committee (CLRFC) has recommended adopting.4 This
paper is however not about core directors' duties.' On the contrary, this
short article considers section 391 of the Companies Act (Cap 50),
arguably the statutory nemesis of directors' duties.
1 Traditionally, these are the company as a separate entity, the shareholders,
employees, and creditors. There is also the broader public interest, especially in large
widely-held corporations.
2 Law Commission, Company Directors: Regulating Conflicts of Interests and
Formulating a Statement of Duties (1999 Law Coin No 261, Scot Law Coin No 173)
("Law Coin 261").
3 CLRSG, Modern Company Law for a Competitive Economy: Developing the
Framework (2000, URN 00/656) (hereinafter Developing the Framework) para 3.19;
CLRSG, Modern Company Law for a Competitive Economy: Final Report (2001,
URN 01/942 (vol 1) and 01/943 (vol 2)) (hereinafter Final Report) Annex 1.
4 Report of the Company Legislation and Regulatory Framework Committee, October
2002, Recommendation 3.6 (CLRFC Report).
5 In this regard, see inter alia, S Worthington, "Corporate Governance: Remedying
and Ratifying Directors' Breaches" (2000) 116 LQR 638; J Lowry & R Edmonds,
"The No-Conflict Profit Rules and the Corporate Fiduciary: Challenging the
Orthodoxy of Absolutism" [2000] JBL 122; R Grantham, "The Content of the
Director"s Duty of Loyalty" [1993] JBL 149. See also Law Com No 261.
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2 Section 391 is based on section 448 of the English Companies
Act 1948 (currently section 727 of the Companies Act 1985), and gives
jurisdiction to the court hearing the case to relieve an officer from
liability for negligence, default,' breach of duty or breach of trust.7 The
English provision began life as section 328 of UK's Companies Act
1907, which owed its genesis to section 3 of the Judicial Trustees Act
1896. 9 This latter section conferred jurisdiction on the court to relieve
from personal liability, wholly or partly, a trustee, who is or may be
personally liable for breach of trust but who has nevertheless "acted
honestly and reasonably, and who ought fairly to be excused"
therefrom. It was thought that, as the path of a director was being made
more precipitous legislatively, a similar exculpatory section was
necessary" in respect of directors, so as not to unduly discourage honest
men from accepting the office of the director. Section 32 applied not
only in proceedings against a director of a company for breach of trust,
but also in proceedings for negligence. The section was subsequently
reproduced as section 279 of the English Companies (Consolidation)
Act 1908, which extended the courts jurisdiction to "director, or person
occupying the position of director". The 1908 Act was repealed by the
The word "default" was, in Customs and Excise Commisioners v Hedon Alpha Ltd
& Ors [1981] QB 818, 824 (per Stephenson LJ) thought to involve some fault or
guilt or misconduct by an officer of the company in that capacity.
7 This phrase seems somewhat a curiosity here, as it is axiomatic that whilst directors
stand in a fiduciary position in relation to their companies, they are "properly
speaking not trustees at all" (per Kay LJ in Re Lands Allotment [1894] 1 Ch 616, p
639J. See also L.S. Sealy, "The Director as Trustee" [1967] CLJ 83 who explains
that the word "trustee" was used in connection with directors because "there was no
other word which the judges would wish to use": at 85. And given that constructive
trusts often arise where there has been a breach of fiduciary duty, it may be
difficult, as the Law Commission pointed out (Law Coin 236, para 15.7), to speak
of "breach of [constructive] trust". Doubt was therefore expressed by the Law
Commission as to whether constructive trustees can rely on Trustees Act, s 61.
Termed the "great-grandparent" of the present section by Young, CJ and Newton, J
in Lawson v Mitchell [1975] VR 579.
9 Now Trustee Act 1925, s 61. For an early critique of Judicial Trustees Act, s 3, see
FH Maugham, "Excusable Breaches of Trust" (1898) 14 LQR 159. See also, LA
Sheridan, "Excusable Breaches of Trust" (1955) 19 Conv 421.
10 This was pursuant to the Company Law Amendment Committee, Report Cmd 3052
(1906), para 24. Specifically, the Committee recommended that power be given to
the court: (1) to relieve any director from liability for breach of any statutory duty
provided that the breach was "occasioned by honest oversight, inadvertence, or
error of judgment" on the part of the director; and (2) in an action for negligence or
breach of trust against a director, to relieve him if the court is satisfied that he has
acted honestly and reasonably. Recommendation (1) was negatived as the 2 8th
Parliament thought that the proposed subsection (1) went too far for the purposes of
protecting honest directors, who should be amply looked after under subsection (2):
The Parliamentary Debates, 21 August 1907.
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Companies Act 1929, and section 279 was replaced by section 372
which extended the scope of the exculpatory provision significantly so
that it now applied in "any proceedings for negligence, default, breach
of duty or breach of trust" against not only directors, but also managers,
officers and auditors of a company. Additionally, a direction that the
court should, in determining whether a director or others ought to be
excused, consider all the circumstances of that person's appointment,
was included. Section 372 remained substantially unchanged under its
later guises as section 448 of the Companies Act 1948,11 and finally
section 727 of the current Companies Act 1985.
3 Similar provisions can be found in the companies legislation of
Australia, 12 New Zealand 13 and Canada.1 4 Curiously, whilst the potential
significance of the relieving provision cannot be denied, academic
discussion in the different jurisdictions on its operation has been
somewhat lacking. In recent times, however, exculpatory clauses in
England specifically have emerged from the shadows but escaped twice
from being seriously dissected under the legal microscope until the
CLRSG's consultation paper" in 2000. First, the Law Commission in
their report, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules (1995),17 considered
whether the court should be given a general discretionary power to
relieve all persons who stand in a fiduciary position from breach of duty
and whom the court considers to have acted honestly and reasonably.
The Law Commission decided against this but expressed the view that
there is a need to take a global look at such exculpatory clauses. Some
years later, the Law Commission18 again had occasion to look at
exculpatory provisions, this time specifically section 727 of the
Companies Act 1985, and in the context of presenting a case for a
statutory statement of directors' duties under general law. Whilst
admitting that section 727 is "an important part of the background to
this project", 9 the Law Commission nevertheless declined to review it
and "proceeded on the basis that the interpretation given to the section
in Re D 'Jan21 will be upheld by later decisions". This article considers
11 Which repealed the 1929 Act.
12 Corporations Act 2001, s 1318.
13 Companies Act 1955, s 448.
14 Eg, section 202 of British Columbia's Company Act.
15 A recent article on the subject is R Edmunds & J Lowry, "The Continuing Value of
Relief for Directors' Breach of Duty" (2003) 66 MLR 195.
16 Developing the Framework, para 3.77.
17 Law Com No 236.
18 Law Com No 261.
19 Ibid, at para 11.45.
20 Re D'Jan of London Ltd [1994] 1 BCLC 561. See text to note 42 below.
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the relieving provision and makes a number of observations about its
role and scope.
The rationale
4 Before we consider the threshold conditions for the extension
of the exculpatory lifeline, it would be appropriate to ask what the
rationale for the section is. Conceptually, the exculpatory provision
does seem to evidence some amount of schizophrenia - whereas legal
duties and obligations are imposed on directors in the interest of
shareholders and the public, yet it is accepted that some breaches are
excusable. The question "when is it acceptable to breach one's duty" is
obviously a difficult one to answer. One of the avowed fears expressed
at the turn of century was that an exculpatory provision was necessary
to attract the most qualified individuals to sit on corporate boards, for
otherwise, "honest men will be deterred from accepting office and
rogues will not".21 This argument is somewhat puzzling, for its premise
appears to be that directors accept office with the expectation that they
will inevitably fail in their obligations. Why else would they be deterred
otherwise? It is also doubtful if the argument remains relevant to the
executive directors of the modern company, who are appointed to their
positions and paid handsome sums of money precisely because it is
thought that they are capable of doing a good job. Surely what goes into
the doing of "a good job" must be subject to the constraints imposed by
the law and not in spite of it.
5 It might be of interest to point out that not all on the Reid
Committee were convinced by the need to introduce the provision. Mr
Edgar Speyer, a member of the Committee, expressed his reservations
thus:
"Having had twenty years' experience of business life in the
City of London ... I am more than ever impressed with the
following defects and abuses22 ... I am convinced that until the
law is altered ... and directors are made personally liable for
negligence the other abuses, flagrant as they are ... will
21 Maugham, supra note 9, at 162.
ie "the growth of pluralist or 'guinea-pig' directors, particularly among men in
public life; the fact that such ornamental directors are sought after obviously in
many cases as decoys on the front page of a prospectus; the enormous increase in
the number of companies that have gone into liquidation and consequent losses to
the shareholders and creditors; cases of company frauds; the impossibility of
making directors personally liable for negligence in the discharge of their duties as
directors."
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continue to exist unchecked ... The suggestion that men will
not so easily accept directorships ... is ... no answer. It is not
directors who need protection, but the public."23
6 Nevertheless, it was concern over the inadvertent transgression
of any of the myriad provisions of the companies legislation and the
consequent incurrence of personal liability, which may then appear
unwarranted because of the lack of bad faith or intent, that resulted in
the inclusion of the relieving provision in the companies legislation.
This appears borne out by several of the comments made in the 1907
Parliamentary Debates. For example, Member of Parliament Hills
thought that "the duties of a director were complicated and that the
present Act extended and still further complicated them. They could not
expect a man leading a very busy life to make no mistakes, and it would
be hard if in certain cases where a perfectly innocent mistake was made
he should be held responsible in his pocket".24 Thus, the rationale for
the exculpatory provision lies perhaps in its role as a "mitigating
device"," one that serves to strike a fairer outcome through the
discretionary amelioration of liability for a director's breach of his
obligations.
The threshold conditions for relief
7 To exercise its discretion,26 the court must be satisfied not only
that the officer has acted honestly and reasonably, but also that, having
regard to all the circumstances of the case, he ought fairly to be
excused.
Honesty
8 What amounts to honesty for the purposes of section 391 and
its overseas equivalents has not been the subject of much judicial
discussion. In Re J Franklin & Son Ltd,27 Crossman J suggested that
honesty equates a motivation to act in the interests of the company. The
case involved a resolution of the company in general meeting that Mrs
Franklin, a director of the company, should receive remuneration. The
resolution was later found to be invalid because the meeting was
23 Cmd 3052, at 31.
24 HC Deb vol clxxxi col 892 21 Aug 1907
25 Edmunds and Lowry, supra note 15, 221.
26 The court may relieve the officer, either wholly or partly, from his liability on such
terms as it thinks fit.
27 [1937] 4 All ER 43.
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inquorate as one of the two members present had not been registered
as such. The liquidator sought to recover the payment and the directors
applied for relief under section 372 of the Companies Act 1929.
Crossman J made the following observation:
"I read the word "dishonestly" 28 in the section as meaning
without any direct motive. If they had done this in order to
assist Mrs Franklin recklessly, but without considering the
interests of the company at all, I think that they might well be
said to be dishonest 29
Relief was, however, in the circumstances refused.3
9 Some controversy exists as to whether the requirement is to be
assessed from a subjective or objective standpoint. In Re Produce
Marketing Consortium Ltd (In Liquidation),31 Knox J described the
approach demanded by the relieving provision as an "essentially
subjective approach". Responding to this observation, Robert Reid QC
in Coleman Taymar Ltd v Oakes32 qualified that, in his view, this
subjective approach must be limited to the "honesty" element. In
Bairstow v Queens Moat Houses plc 33 however, the Court of Appeal,
citing Lord Nicholls in Royal Brunei Airlines Sdn Bhd v Tan,34 doubted
whether honesty should be considered from an essentially subjective
point of view. Lord Nicholls had opined, in the context of accessory
liability for breach of trust, that:
"acting dishonestly, or with a lack of probity, which is
synonymous, means simply not acting as an honest person
would in the circumstances. This is an objective standard. At
first sight this may seem surprising ... Honesty indeed does
have a strong subjective element in that it is a description of a
type of conduct assessed in the light of what a person actually
knew at the time, as distinct from what a reasonable person
would have known or appreciated ... However, these subjective
characteristics of honesty do not mean that individuals are free
to set their own standards of honesty in particular
28 The section, of course, contained not the word "dishonestly", but the word
"honestly".
29 [1937] 4 All ER 43, 47.
30 See text to note 74 below.
31 [1989] 1 WLR 745.
32 [2001] 2 BCLC 749.
33 [2001] BCLC 531, 550.
34 [1995] 2AC 378.
15 SAcLJ
circumstances. The standard of what constitutes honest conduct
is not subjective. Honesty is not an optional scale, with higher
or lower values according to the moral standards of each
individual. If a person knowingly appropriates another's
property, he will not escape a finding of dishonesty simply
because he sees nothing wrong in such behaviour."3
10 Indeed, a purely subjective test of honesty (often termed the
"Robin Hood test"36 ) would require the court to consider only the
director's own standard of honesty, whether this accords with the
standard of ordinary and reasonable people or not. This would
obviously render the separate requirement of honesty somewhat
redundant, although such an interpretation might have been
contemplated, at least implicitly, by Hoffinann J who commented in Re
Kirby Coaches Ltd 7 that "[i]t may be that honesty would be assumed in
[the director's] favour in the absence of evidence to the contrary". 38
11 On the other hand, a purely objective standard of honesty might
deprive the section of any practical utility because a purely objective
standard, which would render the director's individual state of mind
irrelevant to the inquiry, may be somewhat too severe for a relieving
provision. A possible compromise may be found in Lord Hutton's
"combined test". In Twinsectra Ltd v Yardley,39 his Lordship explained
the test as follows:
"there is a standard [of honesty] which combines an objective
test and a subjective test, and which requires that before there
can be a finding of dishonesty it must be established that the
defendant's conduct was dishonest by the ordinary standards of
reasonable and honest people and that he himself realised that
by those standards his conduct was dishonest."4
12 This test is essentially more a subjective test as it requires, in
order for liability to be imposed, that the defendant appreciated that, by
the ordinary standards of reasonable and honest people, he was
dishonest. Although in the context of accessory liability, Lord Hutton's
31 Ibid, 389.
36 See Twinsectra Ltd v Yardley [2002] 2 WLR 802, 809, per Lord Hutton.
31 [1991] BCC 130.
38 Ibid, 131 (emphasis added).
39 [2002] 2 WLR 802.
40 Ibid, 809. See also Edmunds & Lowry, supra note 15, at 205-207.
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test has been criticised,41 it may well be that in the context of relief
from liability, the test provides an appropriate standard.
Reasonableness
13 The second threshold requirement is that of reasonableness.
This requirement, particularly when applied to negligence, presents an
interesting conundrum. Hoffmann J had his finger on it when he
observed in Re D 'Jan of London Ltd 2 as follows:
"It may seem odd that a person found to have been guilty of
negligence, which involves failing to take reasonable care, can
ever satisfy a court that he acted reasonably. Nevertheless, the
section clearly contemplates that he may do so and it follows
that conduct may be reasonable for the purposes of section 727
despite amounting to lack of reasonable care at common law.
43
14 The difficulty is accentuated when it is the companies
legislation itself that imposes an objective standard. Thus, a director
who has been found liable under the relevant provision, would have to
have been in breach of the objective standard. Should section 391 then
apply a different and arguably lower threshold to relieve the director
from liability? To do so would surely make a mockery of the
substantive liability-imposing provision.
15 Knox J was confronted with this very issue in the case In re
Produce Marketing Consortium Ltd (In Liquidation).44 There, Knox J
had to consider, as an interlocutory issue, whether the discretion in
section 727 of the Companies Act 1985 was exercisable in conjunction
with the court's jurisdiction under section 214 of the Insolvency Act
1986. This section allows a court to order a director or former director
of a company in liquidation to contribute personally to the company's
assets in the hands of the liquidator if the director's behaviour
constitutes "wrongful trading". 4' The director can avoid liability if the
court is satisfied that he "took every step with a view to minimising the
41 In fact, Lord Millet gave a powerful dissenting judgment. See S Panesar, "A Loan
Subject to A Trust and Dishonest Assistance by A Third Party" (2003) 18 JIBL 9.
42 [1994] 1 BCLC 561.
43 Ibid, 564.
44 [1989] 3 All ER 1.
45 ie where the company has gone into insolvent liquidation and at some time before
the commencement of the winding up of the company the director knew or ought to
have concluded that there was no reasonable prospect that the company would
avoid going into insolvent liquidation.
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potential loss to the company's creditors as ... he ought to have taken".
Section 214(4) further attributes to the director the knowledge and
conclusions of a "reasonably diligent person having both (a) the general
knowledge, skill and experience that may reasonably be expected of a
person carrying out the same functions as are carried out by that
director in relation to the company, and (b) the general knowledge, skill
and experience that that director has".
16 There are several arguments that could be advanced in support
of a negative answer. First, as counsel for the liquidator argued, section
214 does not strictly impose any "duty" in respect of which there could
be proceedings for "negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of
trust" to which the discretion under section 727 could attach.
46
Secondly, it may be inferred that the UK legislature intended to exclude
the applicability of section 727 to a wrongful trading situation by its
refusal to accept the Cork Committee' s4 recommendation that "the
court's power to give relief, deriving from section 448 of the Act of
1948 and the analogous provisions of section 61 of the Trustee Act
1925, will be available to give relief in what otherwise might be
regarded as hard cases". 48 Thirdly, section 727 pre-existed the wrongful
trading law by many years and could not therefore have been intended
to apply to it.
17 These arguments notwithstanding, the real difficulty that Knox
J struggled with was the intellectual tug-of-war alluded to above: how
does one reconcile a discretion to impose a liability that could only
arise if a director failed to act as he reasonably and objectively should
have, with a discretion at the same time to excuse that same director if
he had somehow nonetheless acted subjectively "honestly and
reasonably"? To Knox J, this was "virtually impossible". 49 The learned
judge therefore held that, as a matter of law, the two sections could not
operate together.50
46 Knox J did not express a concluded opinion on this although he found
"considerable force" in the counter argument that "a duty in fact exists at the back
in the shape of a director's obligations in relation to which s 214 imposes a sanction
for not having discharged it in a way which the law requires": [1989] 3 All ER 1, 6.
47 Insolvency Law & Practice Review Committee, Report Cmd 8558 (1982).
48 Ibid, atpara 1793.
49 [1989] 3 All ER 1, 6.
50 See also In re DKG Contractors Ltd [1990] BCC 903. It has been held in Australia
that Corporations Law, s 1318 applies to s 588G which imposes a duty on a director
to prevent insolvent trading by his company: Kenna & Brown P/L v Kenna & Ors
(1999) 32 ACSR 430.
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18 A similarly problem presented itself to the Court of Appeal in
Re Duckwari Plc (No 2).1 Section 320 of the Companies Act 1985
requires substantial property transactions between the company and a
director, or a person connected with a director, to be approved in
advance by the company in general meeting. A contravention of section
320 renders the director liable, under section 322(3), to account to the
company for any gain that he has made and to indemnify the company
in respect of the latter's loss, if any. Section 322(5) provides that a
director who has taken all reasonable steps to secure the company's
compliance with section 320 will not be made liable to account or
indemnify the company. Cooper, a director of Duckwari, purchased
property for development. He offered to pass the property to the
company at cost, provided that he would be entitled to 50% of any
profits arising from its development with no corresponding liability for
losses. The offer was accepted and approved by Duckwari's board of
directors, but not by the general meeting, as required by section 320.
The question arose whether Cooper, whom Nourse LJ found liable
under section 322(3), ought to be relieved as his honesty was not in
doubt. It was argued on the company's behalf that section 727 could not
apply to a liability under section 322 because of subsection (5): if a
director is found liable under section 322, that must mean he has failed
to take reasonable steps, how can he then be said to have acted
"reasonably" for the purposes of section 727? Looked at from the flip-
side, it is certainly arguable that the discretion to relieve (in the best
possible form - that where no-liability is imposed) is already built into
section 322 itself. There is no need, therefore to invoke section 727.
Nourse, J however, preferring not to restrict the application of the
section, declined to express a concluded view on this, and made the
assumption that section 727 applied.
19 It should be borne in mind that the relieving provision is not
intended to modify or lower the standard of care and diligence expected
of a director. In connection with the equivalent relieving provision in
trust legislation, Stirling J in Re Stuart2 observed that:
"The effect of section 3 of the Judicial Trustees Act 1896,
appears to me to be this. The law as it stood at the passing of
the Act is not altered, but a jurisdiction is given to the Court
under special circumstances, the Court being satisfied as to the
several matters mentioned in the section, to relieve the trustee
5 [1998]2 BCLC 315.
52 [1897] 2 Ch 583.
15 SAcLJ 315
of the consequences of a breach of trust as regards his personal
liability." 3
20 Clearly therefore, some measure of rationalisation within the
companies legislation in respect of the range of breaches in respect of
which relief may be granted is necessary. One possible solution is, as
UK's CLRSG has proposed, 4 to specifically confine the types of
breach to which section 391 applies to those arising under the statutory
statement of directors' duties. It should be pointed out that the
Australian relieving provision"5 has been held 6 to be applicable to a
director who has been found in breach of his obligation to prevent
insolvent trading. The difference in approach may however be
attributed to the different legislative provisions. 7
21 The other reform proposal suggested by the CLRSG,
recognising that "it is hard in logic to regard a director as having acted
reasonably if he is liable in negligence (ie having failed to exercise
reasonable care or skill)", is to delete the "reasonable" condition. The
CLRSG was of the opinion that the case for the removal of the
reasonableness requirement was "strengthened by our proposal to
strengthen the objective component of the fifth principle, 8 arguably
making negligence liability somewhat more stringent". 9 Thus, it would
appear that a director, who is objectively incompetent and who has
failed to achieve the high objective standard of behaviour expected of
him by the legislation, may nevertheless be excused if, having regard to
his own abilities, he has acted honestly. Interestingly however, although
the "reasonable" requirement was removed from the Australian
provision since 1981, the Australian courts have recently held that
whether the director's conduct was reasonable is a relevant
consideration for the granting of relief." As Bergin J of the Supreme
Court of New South Wales puts it:
13 Ibid, 590.
54 Final Report, para 6.4 read with para 6.3.
55 S 1318, Corporations Law.
56 Kenna & Brown P/L v Kenna & Ors [1999] 32 ACSR 430.
57 Section 1317A of Australia"s Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), which operates in
addition to section 1318, was introduced to extend the power to grant relief to
proceedings for a contravention of the civil penalty provision: see L Powers, "Can
the Court Excuse Insolvent Trading?" (1996) 7 JBFL&P 160, cited in Kenna &
Brown P/L v Kenna & Ors, Ibid.
58 ie the duty of care, skill and diligence.
59 Developing the Framework, para 3.77.
60 Kenna & Brown Pty Ltd (in liq) v Kenna (1999) 32 ACSR 430.
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"... honesty alone is not sufficient to ground a proper exercise
of my discretion under s 1318 ... Although reasonable conduct
is not an express prerequisite to granting relief under the
section, I regard it as a relevant consideration in exercising my
discretion as to whether Mr Brown ought fairly to be excused
from liability. A decision on this matter is reached having
regard to all the circumstances of the case which will include
the way in which the breach of duty occurred."6 1
Fairness
22 If an errant director has been found, on the facts, to have acted
both honestly and reasonably, one might expect, not irrationally, that he
then ought fairly to be excused. The courts, however, have consistently
held that the requirement of fairness has to be independently satisfied.
In National Trustees Company of Australasia v General Finance
Company of Australasia,2 for example, the Privy Council had to
consider the relieving provision in the Victorian Trusts Act 1901 and
held that establishing honesty and reasonableness does not mean, as
counsel for the appellant trustees contended, that relief will follow as a
matter of course. The opinion of the Board, delivered by Sir Ford
North, was that "[u]nless both are proved the Court cannot help the
trustees; but if both are made out, there is then a case for the Court to
consider whether the trustee ought fairly to be excused for the breach,
looking at all the circumstances". 3
23 The fact that the fairness requirement is given overriding
significance raises legitimate questions as to the utility of the preceding
two requirements. Indeed, the greater should include the less. 4 Reason
and honesty may be seen as factors that may enable the court to
exercise its discretion to relieve, and as the Australian judiciary has
shown, the removal of an express prerequisite does not mean that it
cannot be a relevant consideration in assessing fairness. 5
24 As to how fairness may be determined, section 391 dictates that
regard be had to "all the circumstances of the case including those
connected with his appointment". The Company Law Amendment
61 Ibid, 456.
62 [1905] AC 373.
63 Ibid, 381.
64 FH Maugham, "Excusable Breaches of Trust" (1898) 14 LQR 159, 163.
65 See note 61.
15 SAcLJ
Committee (the Greene Committee), which recommended the insertion
of the latter consideration, thought that:
"under the modem conditions of company administration it is
in many cases quite impossible for every director to have an
intimate knowledge of or to exercise more than a quite general
supervision over the company's business. Moreover, it often
happens that a director is appointed owing to some special
knowledge of a particular branch or aspect of the company's
affairs or because he is in a position to obtain business for the
company ... We are of the opinion that the general law of
negligence is sufficient to deal with such a case but in order to
remove any possible hardship we recommend that the Court in
exercising its power to grant relief should give attention to
considerations of the nature indicated.
66
Clearly then, whether the director seeking exculpation is a full-time
executive director or a director who is not also an employee of the
company (ie a non-executive or outside director) should have some
bearing on the court's ultimate decision.
25 Beyond this however, it is clear that no firm guidelines or
general principle may be laid down. In Re Simmon Box (Diamonds)
Ltd,67 counsel for the directors sought to clarify the application of the
English exculpatory provision by the court. The Honourable Mr P
Smith QC, sitting as a deputy judge of the High Court in the Chancery
Division, opined that the section "is entirely discretionary at the behest
of the judge, acting in accordance with the facts of the case as he
perceives them." This view echoes that frequently expressed by the
courts in trust cases, 68 and, although it might mean that any application
for relief cannot be accompanied by legal advice that is definite by any
measure, judicial resistance to the laying down of general principles is
not without justification. As one commentator observed, "if a court
stated that in such and such circumstances relief would be given, then
to all intents and purposes those circumstances would no longer be
accountable '69 as a breach of duty or of trust. This eventuality would
66 Company Law Amendment Committee, Report Cmd 2657 (1925-1926), para 46.
67 Queen's Bench Division, 19 January 1999 (transcript available on
http://www.lexis.com/research).
68 See eg Re Turner [1897] 1 Ch 536, 542 where Byrne J said "It would be impossible
to lay down any general rules or principles to be acted on in carrying out the
provisions of the section, and I think that each case must depend upon its own
circumstances".
69 LA Sheridan. "Excusable Breaches of Trust" (1955) 19 Conv 420. 421.
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certainly mean a modification to the standards of conduct applicable
to and expected of directors.
26 Nevertheless, it is possible to distil from decided cases factors
that may affect the court's decision to relief. In the context of the
equivalent relieving provision in the trust legislation, whether the
trustee is remunerated was an important consideration in a number of
cases. National Trustees Company of Australasia v General Finance
Company of Australasia" was a case that involved trustees who were
remunerated for their services having paid, under the erroneous advice
of their solicitors, trust monies to the wrong person as beneficiary. The
Privy Council's advice was that, although the trustees had acted
reasonably and honestly, they nevertheless ought not fairly to be
excused for their breach. The fact that the trustees here were not
gratuitous trustees, whose trust work was in fact done for profit, was a
significant factor in the Board's deliberations.71 Transposed to the
corporate context, this cannot mean that paid directors, and most
modem directors are paid, will not be entitled to seek relief 7 2 Rather, it
might perhaps indicate a judicial willingness to consider if the director
may already be receiving sufficient compensation in return for
exemplary conduct so that full liability for breach should remain.
27 What the defaulting director did, or did not do, after the breach
to remedy the wrong is also of relevance. In National Trustees
Company of Australasia, the Privy Council found the trustees' conduct
post breach somewhat lacking as they had neither taken steps to recover
or replace the fund, nor "have they condescended to give the Court any
explanation or reason why they have abstained from doing so"."
28 Regard might also be had to the interests of the company. It
will be recalled that in Re J Franklin & Son Ltd,74 remuneration was
paid to a director without proper authority as the resolution was
defective. Whilst the court thought that the defect was a mere
technicality and that the directors had acted neither dishonestly nor
unreasonably, having regard to all the circumstances, this nevertheless
was not a proper case to grant relief. The learned judge did not "want to
7 [1905] AC 373.
71 See also Re Windsor Steam Coal Co (1901) [1929] 1 Ch 151, 164; Re Rosenthal
[1972] 1 WLR 1273, 1278.
72 In Re Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co Ltd [1921] 1 Ch 543, Astbury J applied the
relieving section and granted a paid director relief from liability for breach of trust.
71 [1905] AC 373, 382.
74 [1937] 4All ER 43.
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go in detail into the evidence"," but it may readily be surmised that his
Honour was concerned that the payment would be contrary to the
company's interests. The director who was to benefit from the payment
was effectively inactive and, in the opinion of Crossman J, "ought
never to have had" received remuneration from the company at all. To
grant relief to the directors concerned would therefore not have been
fair.
29 Conversely, it would also be relevant if the only real interests at
stake are those of the defaulting director, if he is himself a majority
shareholder. In Re D 'Jan of London Ltd; Copp v D 'Jan,76 D'Jan held
99% of the shares in the company, D'Jan of London Ltd and was also a
director thereof. He signed an insurance proposal for fire insurance
which had been completed by a trusted agent and which he did not read.
The insurers repudiated liability for a fire that destroyed the company's
stock on the grounds that the proposal contained inaccuracies. The
liquidator of the company initiated proceedings against D'Jan alleging
negligence. Hoffman, J held that D'Jan was negligent77 and therefore in
principle liable to compensate the company for his breach of duty.
However, the learned judge thought this was a proper case for him to
exercise his discretion under section 727 of the Companies Act 1985.
He opined:
"Mr D'Jan's 99% holding of shares ... is relevant to the
exercise of the discretion under section 727. It may be
reasonable to take a risk in relation to your own money which
would be unreasonable in relation to someone else's. And
although for the purposes of the law of negligence the company
is a separate entity which Mr D'Jan owes a duty of care which
cannot vary according to the number of shares he owns, I think
that the economic realities of the case can be taken into account
in exercising the discretion under section 727. His breach of
duty in failing to read the form before signing was not gross. It
was the kind of thing which could happen to any busy man ...
it is also relevant that ... with the company solvent and indeed
prosperous, the only persons whose interests he was
foreseeably putting at risk ... were himself and his wife"78
7 Ibid, at p 47.
[1994] 1 BCLC 561. For a comment on the case, see C Nakajima, "Signing Without
Reading" (1994) 15 Company Lawyer 123.
77 The learned judge held that the duty of care owed by a director to a company at
common law was equivalent to that in Insolvency Act 1986, s 214(4).
78 [1994] 1 BCLC 561, 564.
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Issues of scope
30 Section 391 raises two significant issues of scope. First, is
section 391 available for breach of fiduciary duty? And second, can
relief be granted in respect of offences?
Relieffor disloyalty?
31 There are two aspects to the director's fiduciary duty of loyalty:
the obligation not to make a secret profit without the necessary
disclosure and approvals, and the no-conflicts rule.79 In Lord
Herschell's oft-quoted words,
"it is an inflexible rule of a court of equity that a person in a
fiduciary position ... is not, unless otherwise expressly
provided, entitled to make a profit; he is not allowed to put
himself in a position where his interest and duty conflict"."
32 Doubts as to whether relief could be granted in respect of
fiduciary breaches were buttressed on two fronts. First, there was some
classification controversy over the "no-conflicts" rule. In Movitex Ltd v
Bulfield,81 Vinelott J classified the no-conflicts principle as a disability,
not a duty.12 Arguably then, liability that arises out of a conflict
situation should not fall within section 727 of the Companies Act 1985
and correspondingly section 391 of our Act, both of which speak of
relief from liability in respect of "breach of duty or breach of trust". 83
7 For discussions of the content of and relationship between these two inter-related
yet distinct concepts see; AJ McClean, "The Theoretical Basis of the Trustee's
Duty of Loyalty" (1969) 7 Alberta Law Review 218; SM Beck, "The Saga of Peso
Silver Mines: Corporate Opportunity Reconsidered" (1971) 51 Canadian Bar
Review 80, 89-90; RP Austin, "Fiduciary Accountability for Business
Opportunities" in PD Finn (ed), Equity and Commercial Relationships (Sydney,
1987), 146.
80 Bray vFord [1896] AC 44, 50.
81 [1988] BCLC 104.
12 Thus holding that a modification or exclusion of this principle in the articles would
not infringe section 205 of the Companies Act 1948 (now section 310 of the current
Act) as it would not involve exempting directors from any "breach of duty or
breach of trust".
Interestingly, whilst the Law Commission (referring to Movitex as "establishing that
directors are not under a duty to avoid placing themselves in a position of conflict":
Company Directors: Regulating Conflicts of Interests and Formulating a Statement
of Duties, Consultation Paper No 153, 252-253) appeared to have accepted Movitex
as correct, the CLRSG (although it did not expressly disagree: Developing the
Framework, para 3.62, note 43: "The courts see this obligation as giving rise to a
[continued next page]
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Secondly, it was thought that when it was an account of profits (as
opposed to compensation) that was claimed, and fiduciary breaches
frequently result in the liability to account, section 391 had no
applicability. Justice Warren Khoo in the Singapore High Court
decision of Hytech Builders Pte Ltd v Tan Eng Leong & Anor84 opined
that it would only be meaningful to speak of exoneration from liability
if the misfeasance had resulted in a loss to the company, but would be
"far-fetched and unreal to speak of exoneration when the result of it
would be to let the offending director keep gains which should not have
gone to him in the first place."
33 Excluding breaches of the duty of loyalty from the purview of
the relieving provision is not, per se, without merit. An allegation of a
breach of duty of care is not unlikely to involve an allegation of a
wrong or bad business decision. But such decisions are as likely to
result from negligence as they are from pure bad luck.8" In contrast,
conflict situations involving self-serving behaviour are arguably less
excusable. In addition, where the director has wrongly profited from his
breach, he would be liable to account to the company for the profits he
made in breach. If the company has suffered no independent loss, the
director's only "liability" then would be to disgorge his ill-gotten
profits. Put thus in context, an exercise of the discretion to relieve a
director from the liability to account would mean allowing retention of
gains that the director is not entitled to. Such a result appears somewhat
at variance with the intended rationale of deterrence for imposing the
disgorgement obligation in the first place, which is to ensure that a
fiduciary is financially disinterested in carrying out his duties. A case in
point is Guinness Plc v Saunders," which illustrates that relief is
unlikely to be granted where a director has benefited from his breach,
even where he cannot be accused of personal dishonesty. Indeed, it
could well prove impossible for the court to be satisfied that the
director's use of corporate property and powers for his own benefit is
honest and reasonable, since equity does not even require the presence
disability rather than a duty") is recommending, at least vis-A-vis transactions
involving the company, that the restatement of the no-conflicts rule impose a true
duty. See also RC Nolan, "Enacting Civil Remedies in Company Law" (2001) 1
Journal of Corporate Law Studies 245, 264.
84 [1995] 2 SLR 795.
85 JC Coffee Jr, "New Myths and Old Realities: The American Law Institute Faces the
Derivative Action" (1993) 48 The Business Lawyer 1407, 1426.
86 [1990] 2 AC 663.
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of either fraud or bad faith, but merely the fact that a profit has been
made,87 for the liability to disgorge to arise.
34 There is also the very difficult question whether profit
disgorgement is a proprietary remedy.88 If it is, and the point is not
settled, the profits are treated in equity as belonging to the company as
soon as they are derived,89 then perhaps it should rightly be the
company, and not the court, that is the proper organ to exonerate the
director.9"
35 This issue of whether breaches of fiduciary duties fell within
the purview of the relieving provision was thrown up recently in the
case of Coleman Taymar Ltd v Oakes.91 The claimant company,
Coleman Taymar was originally a family company owned by the Oakes
family until it was taken over by Coleman Inc in 1993. The defendant
Oakes was retained as a director on the board of the company. By 1997,
the Coleman group was making a loss. When it became apparent that
the company's trading future was at best tenuous and that a large part of
the Oakes family business was about to be annihilated, Oakes decided
to continue with the business on his own. To this end, he sought to take
over, without revealing this to anyone, leases of properties that the
company was vacating, he contracted to acquire indirectly equipment
from the company and he used employees of the company to assist him
in his endeavours. Judge Robert Reid QC thought that Oakes had
overstepped the line. On the preliminary issue of jurisdiction, the
argument that the English exculpatory provision had no application in a
case where the company had elected to claim an account of profits was
advanced. Judge Reid disagreed on the ground that "liability to account
was just as much a liability as liability to pay damages".
87 Regal (Hastings) Ltdv Gulliver [1942] 1 All ER 378, 386 per Lord Russell.
88 See Sir P Millett, "Bribes and Secret Commissions" [1993] Restitution Law Rev 7.
89 Att-Gen for Hong Kong v Reid [1994] 1 AC 324 (per Lord Templeman): "Equity
considers as done that which ought to have been done. As soon as the bribe was
received, whether in cash or in kind, the false fiduciary held the bribe on a
constructive trust for the person injured. The authorities show that property
acquired by a trustee innocently but in breach of trust and the property from time to
time representing the same belong in equity to the cestui que trust and not to the
trustee personally whether he is solvent or insolvent. Property acquired by a trustee
as a result of a criminal breach of trust and the property from time to time
representing the same must also belong in equity to his cestui que trust and not to
the trustee whether he is solvent or insolvent."; see also J Martin, Modern Equity
(1 6 th ed, 2001), 624 - 627.
90 By the process of ratification. See generally S Worthington, "Corporate
Governance: Remedying and Ratifying Directors" Breaches" (2000)116 LQR 638.
91 [2001] 2 BCLC 749.
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36 Singapore's CLRFC recently agreed with Judge Reid and has
recommended that the approach adopted in Hytech Builders v Tan Eng
Leong92 be reversed by replacing section 391 "with section 727 of the
UK Companies Act 1985 and that the definition of 'liability' in the
context of section 391 of the Companies Act be redrafted to include a
liability to account for profits made".93 The Companies Act was
recently amended in accordance with the recommendation. 94
37 On balance, it is submitted that section 391 should extend to
fiduciary breaches. Fiduciary relationships are generally characterised
by the conferment of a wide discretion on the "fiduciary" to affect the
legal position of the beneficiary. In the corporate context, this
relationship of trust and dependency has been described as
"exaggerated... because the indeterminate length of the enterprise and
the practically infinite array of investment opportunities for the
corporation make any possibility of specified limitations on directors'
power or ongoing control by the stockholders unrealistic". 9' The
orthodox formulation of the fiduciary obligation therefore dictates an
absolute and unrelenting standard, this fact of the beneficiary's
vulnerability to the fiduciary's exercise of discretion being its
justification. Application of, and thus liability under, the classic rule
does not require an examination of the surrounding circumstances, nor
depend on the equities of the case. As Lord Russell observed, "the
liability arises from the mere fact of a profit having, in the
circumstances, been made".96  Obviously, inequitable and harsh
consequences may sometimes result. Most (in)famously, the directors
in Regal (Hastings) Ltd v Gulliver97 were made to disgorge the profit
made from the sale of shares, simply because these shares were
acquired by reason of their positions as directors, even though the
directors had acted in good faith, in the company's interest and the
company had not suffered any loss. In fact, as a result of the action, the
new owners of the company benefited from an "unexpected windfall"
as they would "receive in one hand part of the sum which has been paid
by the other". 9
92 Supra note 84.
93 See Company Legislation and Regulatory Framework Committee Report, Ch 3,
para 4.5.
94 Companies (Amendment) Act 2003 (No 8 of 2003), s 40.
95 LE Lawrence, "Fairness and Trust in Corporate Law" (1993) 43 Duke Law Journal
425, 430.
96 [1942] 1 All ER 378, 386.
9' [1967] 2 AC 134 n. See also LCB Gower, Gower's Principles of Modern Company
Law, 7th ed, by PL Davies (London, 2003) 417ff.
98 per Lord Porter, [1967] 2 AC 134 n, 157. These facts [continued next page]
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However, inequity notwithstanding, it is an "unbending and
inveterate"99 adherence to a rigorous fiduciary standard that will remain
true to the objectives of fiduciary law. Norris JA, in his dissenting
judgment in Peso Silver Mines v Cropper,"' explained as follows:
"[T]he complexities of modem business are a very good reason
why the rule should be enforced strictly in order that such
complexities may not be used as a smoke screen or shield
behind which fraud might be perpetrated. The argument is
purely and simply an irrelevant argument of expediency as to
what the law should be, not what it is. It might as well be said
that such an argument if given effect to would open the door to
fraud, and weaken the confidence which ordinary people
should have in dealing with corporate bodies. In order that
people may be assured of their protection against improper acts
of trustees it is necessary that their activities be circumscribed
within rigid limits ... The history today of the activities of many
corporate bodies has disclosed scandals and loss to the public
due to failure of the directors to recognise the requirements of
their fiduciary position""1 1
38 The applicability of section 391 to fiduciary breaches will
allow the conduct of the "errant" director to be considered, but only at
the remedial stage. This serves not only to ensure that respect for the
strictness of the fiduciary principle is preserved, but also provides the
courts with sufficient leeway to take account of the particular director's
individual circumstances that might help achieve a fairer outcome on
the facts. Reference at this juncture should be made to the recent case of
Plus Group Ltd and Others v Pyke. 102
39 The facts of the case were unusual. Pyke (the defendant) and
Plank were the shareholders (on a 50-50 basis) and sole directors of
Plus Group Ltd. Pyke unfortunately suffered an incapacitating stroke
and, as he was quite unable to deal with the company's business, Plank
assumed control over the company's affairs. When Pyke recovered, his
attempts to resume managerial involvement were resisted by Plank,
who effectively excluded Pyke from the management of the company.
situation for the exercise of judicial discretion to grant relief but curiously, the
relieving provision, section 448 of the Companies Act 1948, was not pleaded. See J
Birds, "Permissible Scope of Excluding Articles"(1976) 39 MLR 394, 397.
99 Per Cardozo J in Meinhard v Salmon 249 NY 458, 164 NE 545, 546 (1928).
100 (1966) 56 DLR (2d) 117.
101 Ibid, at 139.
102 [2002] 2 BCLC 201.
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He was denied access to relevant financial information, and prevented
from making monthly drawings against his loan account with the
company. Pyke remained a director of the company but proceeded to
incorporate John Pyke Interiors Ltd, and through this company carried
out £200,000 worth of work for a major client of the company.
40 The main issue before the court was whether in these
circumstances, Pyke was in breach of his fiduciary duties and therefore
liable to account for the profits that his new company had earned from
the company's client. The English Court of Appeal unanimously held
that there had been no breach of fiduciary duty and correspondingly, no
liability to account. The peculiar facts of the case, according to the
court, justified the unanimous decision.1"3 For our purposes, what is of
interest is Sedley LJ's reasoning. His Lordship considered Pyke a
director only in name as his "role as a director of the claimants was
throughout the relevant period entirely nominal".1" As such, his duty to
the claimant-company had been "reduced to vanishing point"."'
41 Sedley LJ's approach has been criticised as running counter to
the objectives of the fiduciary duty of loyalty.1"6 Indeed, if equity's
fiduciary principles had been strictly and rigorously applied, Pyke
should have been found to be in breach of his duty of loyalty. As
Professor Grantham observes, "once mere appointment to the office of
director is rejected as the touchstone for the existence of the duty of
loyalty, enormous difficulty results in conceptualising where and when
on the scale between full involvement and no involvement the line is to
be drawn".1"7 In such rare and unusual circumstances, the exculpatory
provision will prove to be of immense value. It could perhaps be argued
that, in such cases, the exercise of the section 391 discretion provides a
better mode of achieving justice,"' as it saves the court from having to
deal difficult factual questions as to the precise nature of the director-
company relationship in question.
103 The majority (Brooke U with whom Jonathan Parker U agreed) accepted that there
was "no completely rigid rule that a director may not be involved in the business of
a company which is in competition with another company of which he was
director" ([2002] 2 BCLC 201, 220) and held that, on the unusual facts of the
present case, Pyke had committed no breach of fiduciary duty.
104 [2002] 2 BCLC 201, 226.
105 Ibid.
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Section 391 and criminal proceedings
42 The architect of the original provision in 1907, the Reid
Committee, was clearly concerned that the breadth of the penal
provisions of the 1907 companies legislation could result in inequities:
"We think that nothing could be more unfortunate than that
provisions designed for checking or punishing dishonesty or
gross negligence should be turned into an engine of oppression
for honest and prudent men. Now there are a variety of sections
in the Companies Acts which impose upon directors.. .the duty
of doing certain acts, making certain disclosures and returns,
and furnishing certain information at the risk of incurring a
penalty or liability to damages. It would not in our opinion be
either safe or wise to diminish these obligations ... but we do
think that it would be both safe and wise to make some
amendment in the law which shall prevent such penal
provisions from operating unfairly. "109
43 This must clearly be meant to cover those statutory provisions
that made offences of any default in complying with companies
legislation. This is supported by Member of Parliament Lupton's
contribution to the parliamentary debates. He argued that "by this Bill a
fine amounting to £125 per day might be inflicted upon each officer and
director for breaches of technical rules that might not be discovered
until some years afterwards. Further, the director or officer might be
quite ignorant of his breach, by which no one would be damaged...
why should they not be allowed to go to the Court to express their
regret, and obtain the requisite relief before anyone was damaged?""11
44 That the exculpatory provision should apply to relieve a
director from criminal liability was not disputed in the earlier English
cases of Re Barry and Staines Linoleum Ltd 1 and Re Gilt Edge Safety
Glass Ltd.1 12 In Re Barry and Staines Linoleum Ltd,113 the petitioner-
director had failed, inadvertently, to obtain his qualification shares
within the time fixed, and was required by section 141(3) of the
Companies Act 1929,114 to vacate the office of director. He continued,
109 Company Law Amendment Committee, Report Cmd 3052 (1906).
110 HC Deb vol clxxxi, col 897, 21 Aug 1907.
111 [1934] Ch 227.
112 [1940] Ch 495.
113 [1934] Ch 227.
114 Equivalent to Companies Act (Cap 50), s 147.
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however, to act and to receive remuneration as a director, and thus
incurred penalties under section 141(5). Maugham J considered that:
"[i]t is beyond doubt that [the relieving provision, section 372]
applies also where proceedings are being taken in a Court of
summary jurisdiction to recover one of the penalties imposed
on directors and others under the Act and accordingly, it
includes power to relieve against the penalty imposed under
s 141 of the Act."' 1
5
45 The two directors in the later case of Re Gilt Edge Safety Glass
Ltd16 were in a similar predicament as the petitioner in Re Barry and
Staines Linoleum Ltd, as having, through "a pure accident","' ceased to
hold qualifying shares of the minimum value required to be directors
under the company's articles of association, they had nevertheless
continued to act as such. They petitioned for relief in respect of the
summary proceedings under section 141 (1) of the Companies Act 1929
which had been commenced against them in the magistrates' courts.
Crossman J did not doubt the applicability of the relieving provision to
penal liability, observing as follows:
"I think that it follows from the decision of Maugham J in Re
Barry and Staines Linoleum Ltd, that the phrase "any claim ....
in respect of any negligence, default, breach of duty or breach
of trust" in s 372, sub-s 2, of the Act of 1929, includes
proceedings against the petitioners under s 141, sub-s 5, and so
includes the proceedings against the petitioners which were
commenced last October at Bow Street Police Court, as in that
case the learned judge gave relief under s 372, sub-s 2, from
prospective liability to fines and penalties under s 141,
sub-s 5."
46 Crossman J however declined relief as "s 372, sub-s 1 makes
the court which hears the case the only court which has jurisdiction to
give relief in respect of proceedings which have already been
commenced",118 but did exercise jurisdiction under s 372(2) to relieve
the petitioners from prospective civil liability in respect of their
conduct. More recently, Ackner U, in the Court of Appeal decision in
115 [1934] Ch 227, 232.
116 [1940] Ch 495.
1 Ibid, 503
118 Ibid. 501.
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Customs and Excise Cmrs v Hedon Alpha Ltd,119 thought that "the true
ambit of [the section], with one limited exception, is restricted to claims
by or on behalf of the company or its liquidator against the officer ...
for personable breaches of duty. The only exception relates to the
criminal process for the enforcement of certain specific duties imposed
by the Act..."120
47 This view of the relieving provision was not adopted in
Australia121 and, more recently, in Singapore. 22 The Full Court of the
Supreme Court of Victoria declined, in Lawson v Mitchell,123 to follow
the earlier two English decisions and held that the Australian section
12 4
did not apply to criminal proceedings. 2 According to Ford,126 the
decision influenced the subsequent express limitation to civil liability in
section 535 of the Companies Act 1981, which is otherwise similar to
section 391. Lawson v Mitchell was followed recently in the Singapore
High Court decision of Re Ideaglobal. Corn Ltd.127
48 Ideaglobal.Com was in the business of providing financial
information and analyses to financial institutions internationally. It had
been granted "pioneer service" status under the Economic Expansion
Incentives (Relief from Income Tax) Act, which would render its
revenue sourced in Singapore free from income tax for a period of 6
years. Ideaglobal.Com was profitable and had a healthy cash balance a
good part of which management proposed to return to shareholders as
tax-exempt dividends. This proposal was approved and the dividends
duly paid. Some weeks later, the company was informed by its advisers
that there was insufficient tax credits at that time for the dividend
119 [1981] QB 818.
120 Ibid, at 826.
121 Lawson v Mitchell [1975] VR 579.
122 Re Ideaglobal. Com Ltd [2000] 3 SLR 100
123 [1975] VR 579.
124 Companies Act 1961, s 365.
125 The learned judges felt that the use of the words "defendant", "judgment to be
entered", and "claim", and the reference to costs was not appropriate to criminal
trials. Additionally, some of the criminal provisions in the 1961 Act already
provided for relief if the officer concerned had acted honestly or reasonably. The
section was silent as to who would the respondent to the application be. While in
civil proceedings this would be obvious, if it applied to criminal proceedings there
is the question whether the Attorney General was the appropriate respondent and
whether an order under this provision would bind the Crown. Moreover, such
powers would add little to the already wide discretion given to the court to
determine punishment upon conviction.
126 RP Austin & IM Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (Online)
(London, 2001), para 8.420.
127 [2000] 3 SLR 100.
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declared and paid, and shareholders would thus unfortunately be
exposed to adverse tax consequences. To avoid this consequence, the
company was then advised by its legal and tax advisers that the
payment could be treated as a loan to the shareholders pending receipt
of the tax credits from the authorities. This advice was accepted and
effected. For some reason, the fact that one of the shareholders was a
company owned by one of the directors of Ideaglobal.Com escaped the
notice of all involved, placing the company and its directors in breach
of section 163 of the Companies Act Cap 50. This provision prohibits
the making of loans to director-related128 companies, and exposed the
directors who approved the loan to the potential of a prosecution for a
crime. Rather then risk actual prosecution, a pre-emptive application
was thus made for relief against liability to be granted under section
391, as the directors had acted bona fide throughout, pursuant to legal
advice which they did not know was wrong, and no one had been
prejudiced by what was done. As far as honesty and reason go, one is
hard put to fault the directors. The Singapore court however declined to
extend the exculpatory lifeline on the ground that it had no jurisdiction
to do so as section 391 had no application to criminal proceedings.
49 While the approach adopted in Australia and Singapore appears
to go against the spirit of the original purport of the provision, that of
relieving from penal consequences,129 it is supported by a number of
factors. First, in offences, judicial discretion already exists in relation to
the penalty to be imposed. As was pointed out in Lawson v Mitchell:
"A person who commits a criminal office is liable to
conviction, and also to punishment.. .But as to punishment after
conviction, courts ordinarily have a very wide discretion, and if
section 365(1)130 were to apply so as to enable relief to be given
from punishment following upon conviction, it would add little
128 Where the director or directors is or together are interested in the shares of a
company of a nominal value equal to 20% or more of the nominal value of its
equity capital: Companies Act Cap 50, s163(1).
129 There is perhaps implicit recognition that this was the original intent by the
Australian Companies and Securities Law Review Committee who thought that
whilst the discretion to exonerate directors should not be extended to criminal
proceedings generally, it should nevertheless be applicable in respect of any
liability (therefore including criminal) that may be imposed under the companies
legislation: Report of the Companies and Securities Law Review Committee on
Indemnification, Relief and Insurance in Relation to Company Directors and
Officers (May 1990), para 115. This suggestion, if adopted, would have brought the
Australian position back in line with the English position, but to date, no
amendment has been made to the Australian provision.
130 Section 365 of the Companies Act 1961 is the Australian equivalent of section 391.
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or nothing to the discretionary powers which courts already
possess.."131
50 Second, the mens rea requirement for offences generally should
preclude a finding that the defendant's conduct was reasonable or
honest, or that he thus ought fairly to be excused from the consequences
of his offence. In addition, it should be noted that with default offences
under the Companies Act, a requirement for conviction laid out in
section 408(3) is that the officer "knowingly and wilfully" committed
or authorised or permitted the commission of the offence. Where the
offence involves an omission, the phrase would require that it be shown
that "the accused knew the thing not done was not done and in the free
exercise of his will authorised or permitted the non-doing of it".1
32
51 Lastly, some sort of turning point in corporate law appears to
have been reached given the upsurge of interest, not only in Singapore
but also in Australia and the UK, in ensuring that sanctions, in the
corporate context, are not only seen to be fair, but also administered
fairly. In the UK, whilst eschewing "systematic decriminalisation", 133
the CLRSG is recommending a revised sanctions regime that is
enforced "sensibly with an emphasis on maximising compliance rather
than penalising any failure". 134 In Australia, the introduction of civil
penalties 131 in the corporate context was premised on an enforcement
theory136 which postulates that regulatory compliance is optimised when
there is a range of sanctions commensurate with differing gravity of
contraventions, instead of the polaric sanctions more commonly
encountered.1 37 In Singapore, the CLRFC has recently recommended "a
total review of the Companies Act with the objective of decriminalising
those provisions where civil and regulatory sanctions would be
sufficient" 138 because some of these criminal sanctions are more "traps
for the unwary" than punishment for misconduct meriting criminal
131 [1975] VR 579
132 per Burt J in Manning v Cory (1974) WAR 60, 63. See also Swee Leong Cheng v
ProjectAqua Culture & Trading Co Pte Ltd [1988] SLR 557.
133 Final Report, para 15.4.
134 Ibid, para 15.19.
135 In the context of regulating corporate officers" duties, insolvent trading and related
party transactions, see Part 9.4b of the Corporations Law.
136 See I Ayres & J Braithwaite, "The Benign Big Gun", in Responsive Regulation
(Oxford 1992).
137 Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Company
Directors " Duties: Report on the Social and Fiduciary Duties and Obligations of
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sanctions."' Against this backdrop then, it would not be unreasonable to
conclude that the risk and thus fear of being inflicted with unacceptably
severe sanctions for minor transgressions should be reduced, and there
is then less need for a relieving provision that applies also to criminal
offences.
Conclusion
52 Given the dearth of case law and commentary on the
exculpatory provision, questions might be raised as to its continued
value and utility. Indeed, there is reason to doubt the provision's very
rationale, for surely if the substantive law is "repugnant to public
conscience",14 ° it is that law that should be altered. It is also
questionable if the retention of section 391 contributes anything at all
towards the aims of clarifying the duties that directors are subject to and
to encourage responsible behaviour. Contrariwise, its very presence
could bring doubt to the standards expected of directors.
53 Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that corporate directors would
welcome a discretionary mechanism that protects them from personal
liability, especially in respect of fiduciary breaches. Once it is accepted
that the provision should continue to exist, then it must equally be
accepted that there cannot be firm guidelines laid down as to its
operation. Each case has to be considered on its own individual facts
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